Unrenormalizable theories contain infinitely many free parameters. Considering these theories in terms of the Wilsonian renormalization group (RG), we suggest a method for removing this large ambiguity. Our basic assumption is the existence of the maximal ultraviolet cutoff in a cutoff theory, and we require that the theory be so fine-tuned as to reach the maximal cutoff. The theory so obtained behaves as a local continuum theory to the shortest distance. In concrete examples of the scalar theory we find that at least in a certain approximation to the Wilsonian RG, this requirement enable us to make unique predictions in the infrared regime in terms of a finite number of independent parameters. Therefore, the method might provide a way for calculating quantum corrections in a low-energy effective theory of quantum gravity.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum field theories are classified according to their renormalizability. Needless to say that not only renormalizable, but also unrenormalizable theories have played important rôle in particle physics [1] . It is however widely accepted that an unrenormalizable theory is only a low-energy effective theory of a more fundamental theory. The low-energy effective theory should contain the correct low-energy degrees of freedom of the fundamental theory, and it should be possible, within the framework of the effective theory, to compute approximate low-energy quantum processes of the fundamental theory.
If the effective theory is perturbatively unrenormalizable, we face a serious problem. How many independent parameters should have the perturbatively unrenormalizable theory? The answer in perturbation theory is: Infinitely many, by definition. Of course, this does not prevent from applying perturbation theory to unrenormalizable theories to make predictions, as in chiral perturbation theory which has a certain success [2] [3] [4] . Nevertheless we may ask why chiral perturbation theory has so many independent parameters at the quantum level, although it is the effective theory of QCD. This large ambiguity cannot be controlled by a symmetry [2, 3] , and we are concerned with this problem which always exists in unrenormalizable effective theories. In this paper, we propose to remove this large ambiguity within the framework of the effective theory.
The idea is based on a simple intuitive picture. Suppose we formulate both a fundamental theory and its low-energy effective theory in terms of the Wilsonian renormalization group (RG) [5] . We assume that the effective theory is a cutoff theory. Since we assume that the fundamental theory is free from the ultraviolet cutoff, Λ 0 , we can let go Λ 0 to infinity. That is, starting at some point in the infrared regime, the RG flow in the fundamental theory evolves along a renormalized trajectory, and approaches an ultraviolet fixed point in the ultraviolet limit. The flow has to evolve for "infinite time" to arrive at the fixed point [5] . The RG flow in the effective theory that evolves for the " maximal time" may be the best approximation to the renormalized trajectory of the fundamental theory, and the effective theory along that trajectory behaves as a local continuum theory down to the shortest distance. The large ambiguity of the cutoff theory could be removed in this way. In Sec. II we will formulate our idea.
We will consider the scalar theory in four, five and six dimensions in Sec. III, and apply our idea to these theories. It will be shown that in lower orders in our approximation to the Wilsonian RG, the ambiguities inherent in these theories can be removed. We will also argue that the ambiguity in four dimensions, which we will fix, is the renormalon ambiguity [6, 7] . Einstein's theory of gravity and also Yang-Mills theories in more than four dimensions are perturbatively unrenormalizable, and the conventional method of perturbation theory loses its power in these theories 1 . The application to quantum gravity and also higherdimensional Yang-Mills theories would go beyond the scope of this paper, and we leave it to feature work. However, as far as renormalization is concerned, the scalar theory in more than four dimensions may be seen as an oversimplified model of a low-energy effective theory for perturbative renormalization to work in those trivial, but perturbatively renormalizable theories that the intrinsic cutoff of the theory is so large that the nonperturbative effects due to the finite intrinsic cutoff are very small in the infrared regime 5 . If the intrinsic cutoff is low, the initial value ambiguities are not sufficiently suppressed in the infrared regime, and consequently the perturbative calculations may not be reliable. Therefore, the intrinsic cutoff can be much larger than the actual physical cutoff at which a new physics enters. As for these perturbative renormalizable theories, our requirement is a slight extension of the requirement in perturbative renormalization; the maximal, instead of a large, cutoff is assumed.
According to Polchinski [13] , we interpret a theory as perturbatively unrenormalizable, if there is no infrared attractive trajectory (or no infrared attractive subspace of a finite dimension). Physics in the infrared regime in this case depends on the initial values of the infinitely many coupling constants at Λ 0 . This is exactly the situation which we are more interested in. Although in the case of perturbative renormalizable theories, our requirement of the maximal cutoff is a slight extension, this requirement, applied to a perturbatively unrenormalizable theory, could select a trajectory out the infinitely many trajectories. The theory along this trajectory will behave as a local continuum theory to the shortest distance. In the next section we will consider concrete unrenormalizable theories, and see that our idea works at least in a certain approximation. If our idea could be founded in a more rigorous manner, it could be promoted to a principle, which we would like to call principle of maximal locality. It is, however, beyond the scope of the present paper to do this task.
III. APPLICATION TO THE SCALAR THEORY IN DIVERSE DIMENSIONS

A. Continuous Wilsonian renormalization group
As we have explained in detail in Sec. II, our interest is directed to trivial theories. To define such theories in a nonperturbative fashion, we have to introduce a cutoff. A natural framework to study cutoff theories is provided by the continuous Wilsonian RG [5] [12]- [15] . Let us briefly illustrate the basic idea of the Wilsonian RG approach in the case of the N component scalar theory in euclidean d dimensions 6 . One divides the field φ(p) in the momentum space into low and high energy modes according to
The Wilsonian effective action is then defined by integrating out only the high energy modes in the path integral:
5 See for instance Ref. [7] . 6 See for instance Ref. [16] for review.
It was shown in Refs. [5, 12] that the path integral corresponding to the difference
for an infinitesimal δΛ can be exactly carried out, yielding the RG evolution equation of the effective action 4) where O is a non-linear operator acting on the functional S eff . There exist various (equivalent) formulations [12] - [15] , but in this paper we consider only the Wegner-Houghton (WH) equation [12] . Since S eff is a functional of fields, one can think of the WH equation as coupled differential equations for infinitely many couplings in the effective action. The crucial point is that O can be exactly derived for a given theory, in contrast to the perturbative RG approach where the RG equations are known only up to a certain order in perturbation theory. This provides us with possibilities to use approximation methods that go beyond the conventional perturbation theory.
In the derivative expansion approximation [17, 14] - [18] - [20] , one assumes that the effective action S eff [φ, Λ] can be written as a space-time integral of a (quasi) local function of φ, i.e., 5) where . . . stands for terms with higher order derivatives with respect to the space-time coordinates. In the lowest order of the derivative expansion (the local potential approximation [17, 14] ), there is no wave function renormalization (Z kl (φ, Λ) = δ kl ), and the RG equation for the effective potential V can be obtained. Since it is more convenient to work with the RG equation for dimensionless quantities, which makes the scaling properties more transparent, we rescale the quantities according to (3.6) Then the RG equation V (φ, Λ) is given by [14] 
where the prime on V stands for the derivative with respect to ρ, and
Eq. (3.7) ( or the one which is derived from (3.7) for F = V ′ = ∂V /∂ρ) is the central equation we will analyze in the following subsections. Therefore, all the results we will obtain are valid only within the local potential approximation. There are however no fundamental problems in going beyond this approximation.
B. Toy model in d = 3
The scalar theory in d = 3 dimensions have a nontrivial fixed point, Wilson-Fisher fixed point [5] , and is moreover asymptotically free. So this theory is nontrivial as it is well known, and therefore lies outside of our interest. However, we would like to consider this theory with infrared and ultraviolet interchanged in order to illustrate what we mean by " being closest to a nontrivial theory". So, the results obtained here will be compared with those of trivial theories which we will consider later.
The interchange of infrared and ultraviolet just means the replacement t → −t. We then consider F = V ′ = ∂V /∂ρ for N = 1, and derive the evolution equation from (3.7) for F
The power series ansatz 3.10) defines the coupling constants f n , and Eq. (3.9) gives a set of β functions which in lower orders in the expansion are given by
Where we have made a truncation at n = 1 above. There exist two fixed points
All the directions from the Gaussian fixed point (at this level of truncation) are infrared stable; the eigenvalues are (−1, −2) with the corresponding eigenvectors (−3/4, 1) and (1, 0), respectively. The solution near the origin can easily be found: 14) where C is an integration constant. The solution is obtained from df 0 /df 1 = β 0 /β 1 . At this stage, f 0 and f 1 behave independently. Note that there is a certain infrared attractiveness, because f 0 approaches to a definite function, −(3/4)f 1 , in the infrared limit f 1 → 0.
The integration constant C can be determined by requiring that the RG flow approaches to the ultraviolet fixed point (f 0 = −1/7, f 1 = 16/49). That is, the coupling constant f 0 has to be exactly fine tuned for the ultraviolet cutoff Λ 0 to become infinite. If f 0 is not exactly fine tuned, the RG flow runs into infinity at some finite Λ 0 . The fine-tuning procedure is shown in Fig. 1 for f 1 = 0.01 at t = 0, where the vertical axis is T 0 = log Λ 0 /Λ and the horizontal one is f 0 (0). From Fig. 1 we find that in this case f 0 at t = 0 should be fine tuned at −0.00718 . . ..
C. d = 4: Perturbatively renormalizable case
We now come to discuss a trivial, but perturbatively renormalizable case 7 . In this case, our interest focuses on the nonperturbative ambiguity that results from the fact that perturbation series diverge. There are rigorous results that this divergence is dominated by the renormalon singularity in the Borel plane, and the form of the ambiguity is known [6] . Since the Wilsonian RG is nonperturbative, it is natural to assume that it also contains this information. Of course, it is not clear that one can see it within the framework of our approximation. We will argue, based on our numerical analysis, that this is the case.
As in the case for d = 3, we consider the derivative F = ∂V /∂ρ = V ′ , where the potential V is assumed to be expandable as
The constant a is given in (3.7) (a(d = 4) = 1/16π 2 ), and
Here we have shifted ρ by 4af 0 (t) from the reason we will give soon 8 . The squared mass is 2f 0 f 1 so that if lim t→∞ 2f 0 (t)f 1 (t) > (<) 0, we are in the (un)broken phase, and the critical surface is defined by the RG flows that satisfy lim t→∞ 2f 0 (t)f 1 (t) = 0. Inserting the power series ansatz (3.15) into the evolution equation for 16) we can obtain the β functions, β n = df n /dt, at any finite order of truncation. (The explicit expressions in lower orders are given in Appendix A.) One can convince oneself that the nth order β function has the form
where (3.18) Given the β functions, we investigate the infrared and ultraviolet behavior of the theory, and we first investigate the infrared behavior for Obviously, (f 0 = 3/4 , f n = 0 (n ≥ 1)) is a fixed point (Gaussian fixed point). The stability of the RG flows near the Gaussian fixed point cannot be simply discussed in the present case, because the β functions are singular at this point (1/f 1 which is present in β 0 appears in other β functions). So we construct explicitly the solution near the Gaussian fixed point to investigate its stability. To this end, we eliminate t in favor of f 1 using the set of equations 20) which is called the reduction equation in Ref. [23] . We find that the power series solution
exists. That is, the expansion coefficients can be uniquely computed for a given truncation of the series (3.15) . Using this power series solution, we obtain the general solutions that surround this special solution by solving the linearized equations −3f
Therefore, the integration constant K n of δf n appears in the exponential form (3.24) where p n are fractional numbers. We find that for n ≤ 2 Note that there is no independent integration constant for f 0 . The general solutions define a n-dimensional hypersurface in the space of n + 1 coupling constants, which is nothing but the critical surface. We see from (3.24) that thanks to the exponential function exp[(2 − 2n)/3f 1 ] the deviations δf n from the power series solutions vanish very fast as f 1 approaches zero, implying that the power series solutions (3.21) and (3.22) are very attractive in the infrared limit. This infrared attractiveness is interpreted as perturbative renormalizability by Polchinski [13, 24] . We adapt to his interpretation, and call these solutions the perturbative solutions 10 . The exponential deviations defined in (3.23) are therefore nonperturbative contributions, which cannot be computed usually [7] . So we call them a nonperturbative ambiguity as in Ref. [7] .
Before we proceed, we would like to argue that the nonperturbative ambiguity we mentioned above results from the fact that perturbation series diverge, that is, it is the renormalon ambiguity [6] . We have computed higher orders in the power series expansion (3.26) and found that they do not approximate the exact (numerical) result better. The one with the first four terms in (3.26) is the best approximation among lower orders. From this fact, we believe that the power series solution (3.26) does not converge, and that it is an asymptotic series. So, the power series (3.26) reflects the property of perturbation series in the conventional perturbation theory, as far as our numerical analysis in lower orders suggests. This is one of the reasons why we interpret the power series as the perturbative series. This interpretation is also supported by the fact that not only the leading form of the nonperturbative ambiguity, the last exponential term in (3.26) , agrees with that of the known renormalon ambiguity [6] , but also the coefficient of 1/f 1 , 2/3, in the exponential function. The power of f 1 in front of the exponential function, that is 9/2, differs slightly from the expected value 3. The origin is presumably the local potential approximation to the exact RG evolution equation. Therefore, we believe that the last term in (3.26) is the renormalon ambiguity. As we will see, we can remove this ambiguity by requiring the maximal cutoff.
Off the critical surface (defined by (3.25) and (3.26) ), f 0 increases in the infrared limit, and approaches infinity. We would like to solve the reduction equation (3.20) in this limit. To this end, we consider the evolution of m 2 = 2f 0 f 1 (the mass squared in the broken phase) and find that it also increases in the limit. Therefore, in the lowest order, we just have to solve 27) and obtain for instance
The solution becomes a power series in f 1 , if the integration constantK 2 is set equal zero 11 :
So the last term in (3.28) exhibits the nonperturbative ambiguity, which we will compute by requiring the maximal cutoff later on.
To proceed, we would like to study the ultraviolet behavior of the theory, and consider the general form of the β functions (3.17) as well as the explicit form for β 0 and β 1 (given in (A1)-(A4)) along with the reduction equation (3.20) . To solve (3.20) , we assume that |f n | (n ≥ 2) increases as f 1 increases, while f 0 remains finite in the limit. It follows that under this assumption, the coupling constants have the leading behavior
The coefficient J (0) 0 cannot be determined, while the others can be uniquely computed as functions of J (0) 0 . At n = 3 for instance we find
32) The leading behavior given by (3.30) and (3.31) is stable in the ultraviolet limit at least for n ≤ 3. To show this, we construct the general solutions that surround the lading behavior (3.30) and (3.31) in the ultraviolet limit, and denote the deviations from the leading behavior by δf n . We first find
, r 0 ≃ 0.538 1.95 for broken phase unbroken phase . (3.34) This implies that the leading order deviation δf 0 is just a shift of the undetermined constant J
0 , which we denote by δJ
0 . For δf 2,3 , we find 3.35) for the broken phase. Similarly, we find that for the unbroken phase
The corresponding solutions are found to be .38) for the broken and unbroken phases, respectively. Therefore, lim f 1 →∞ δf 2 /f 2 = lim f 1 →∞ δf 3 /f 3 = 0, implying that the leading behavior (3.30) and (3.31) is stable, and that the coupling constants f 2 and f 3 (which have a negative canonical dimension before they were made dimensionless) diverge at the same scale Λ 0 at which f 1 diverges. This feature presumably continues to higher order truncations. That is, all the coupling constants f n (n ≥ 1) diverge at the common scale. But whether our method works or not does not depend on it.
At this stage we would like to explain why we have shifted ρ in the ansatz (3.15) . The reason is the following. f 0 approaches a finite, undetermined constant J (0) 0 in the ultraviolet limit so that the propagator effect ∆ (given in (3.18 ) ) which appears in the β functions β n is finite for any positive f 1 in the ultraviolet limit. This makes the numerical analysis in the ultraviolet limit easier, while without the shift in the unbroken case ∆ = (1 + m 2 ) −1 may easily become singular for some finite positive f 1 . Of course this complication is not a serious hindrance for applying our method. According to Sect. II, we regard f 0 and f 1 as independent parameters, while the other coupling constants f n (n ≥ 2) should be regarded as dependent. We then require that for given values of f 0 and f 1 at Λ << Λ 0 , all the dependent coupling constants f n (n ≥ 2) should be so fine tuned at Λ that f n (n ≥ 1) diverge at the maximal value of Λ 0 . This program cannot be solved analytically, and we relay on numerical analyses. In Fig. 2 we plot the running time T 0 = ln(Λ 0 /Λ) against f 2 (t = 0) for f 0 (0) = 1/4a = 4π 2 and f 1 (0) = 0.1 in the case of the truncation at n = 2. Comparing Fig. 2 with Fig. 1 of the nontrivial case, we observe a similarity, although T max cannot be infinite in the present case. We see that T 0 is peaked at f 2 (0) ≃ 0.000528. To see the truncation dependence we calculate the fine-tuned value of f 2 (0) as a function of f 1 (0) for the truncations at n = 2 and 3. The result is plotted in Fig. 3 for the case f 0 (0) = 1/4a = 4π 2 . The solid and dotted lines correspond to n = 2 and 3, respectively. We observe that the result does not depend very much on the order of truncation. The fine-tuned value of f 3 (0) as a function of f 1 (0) is plotted in Fig. 4 for f 0 (0) = 1/4a = 4π
2 . Now we come to the determination of the coefficient K 2 in (3.26), which exhibits a nonperturbative correction of the renormalon type [6, 7] . In Fig. 5 we plot T 0 = ln(Λ 0 /Λ) against K 2 , and in Fig. 6 , T 0 is plotted against f 2 (0) at f 1 (0) = 0.1. From this result we obtain
This means a departure of about 3 (0.1) % from the perturbative result at f 1 = 0.1 (0.07). Needless to say that the corresponding effect in the standard model could be in principle measurable. At last we would like to compare the maximal running time T max obtained in perturbation theory with our nonperturbative value. To this end, we use the perturbative evolution equation
and obtain T max = 10/3 ≃ 3.3, which should be compared with the nonperturbative result in Figs. 5 and 6 . These results obtained above show that our method works in the four-dimensional case. It is certainly possible to formulate our idea in terms of lattice theory. Then one could improve the accuracy of the calculation of K 2 .
D. d = 5, 6: Perturbatively unrenormalizable cases
We now come to discuss unrenormalizable cases 12 :
We emphasize that as far as renormalization is concerned, and we are interested in the infrared regime, the scalar theory in five or higher dimensions may be seen as an oversimplified model of a low-energy effective theory of quantum gravity [8] .
As in the case for d = 4, we consider the derivative F = V ′ , and follow basically the investigations of that case. The calculations for the d = 6 case are the same as for the d = 5 case, and therefore, we consider only the d = 5 case below. So the details for the d = 6 case are suppressed below, but we give the final result for this case, too, at the end. We first investigate the infrared behavior, and find that the Gaussian point (f 0 = 1/2 , f n = 0 (n ≥ 1)) is a fixed point. As in the previous case, we construct explicitly the solution near the Gaussian fixed point to investigate its stability. We find that the power series solutions like (3.21) and (3.22) do not exist. Instead, the expansion of the form (which is similar to (3.14) in the nontrivial case)
12 There exist perturbatively unrenormalizable theories which are nevertheless nontrivial. See for instance Ref. [25] .
for d = 5 at the truncation n = 2 exhibit the general solutions, where C 2 is an integration constant. As in the case for d = 4, there is no independent integration constant for f 0 , and the general solutions define the n-dimensional critical surface in the space of n + 1 coupling constants. As K 2 in (3.26), we will calculate C 2 by requiring the maximal cutoff later. The ambiguity expressed by C 2 in (3.43) is indeed suppressed by f 4 1 in the infrared limit, but we also see that in contrast to (3.25) and (3.26) in d = 4 dimensions, there are no strong infrared attractive functions like the perturbative solutions (3.21) and (3.22) . Therefore, following Polchinski [13, 24] , the theory is perturbatively unrenormalizable, in accord with the result in perturbation theory.
Whether power series solutions like (3.21) and (3.22) exist depends crucially on the existence of a dimensionless coupling constant. Namely, if there is no dimensionless coupling constant, there are no couplings for which the linear term in the β function, (2 + 2n − nd)f n in the case of (3.17) , vanishes. Then the reduction equation (3.20) 13 becomes 3.44) in the vicinity of the Gaussian fixed point, where x and y denote generic coupling constants, and d x andd y are their canonical dimensions before the dimensional rescaling (3.6) . The solution of (3.44) is simply y =Cx dy/dx , whereC is an integration constant, but one can convince oneself that logarithmic terms such as x dy/dx ln x are needed to construct a solution of the full problem. This is the origin of the logarithmic terms in (3.42) and (3.43) , and also in (3.14) . The difference between C 2 in (3.43) and C in (3.14) is that C is determined by nontriviality, while C 2 will be determined by the maximal cutoff.
Off the critical surface, the mass squared m 2 = 2f 0 f 1 in the broken phase increases in the infrared limit, and approaches infinity. In the lowest order, we therefore have to solve (3.45) and obtain
So the last term in (3.46) exhibits the nonperturbative ambiguity, which could be removed by our method. The ultraviolet behavior in the case for d = 5 is basically the same as in the case for d = 4. Indeed, except for (3.32) and (3.34) , which now become 13 Application of reduction of coupling constants to quantum gravity has been considered in Ref. [26] . See also [27] . Fig. 12 shows the running time T 0 on the critical surface against C 2 for d = 6, from which we obtain
In Fig. 13 and 14 we plot the running time T 0 on the critical surface as a function of the f 2 (0), where f 1 (0) is fixed at 0.07 and 0.15 for d = 5 and 6, respectively. Using the perturbative evolution equation
we would obtain T max ≃ 1.75 and 0.85 for d = 5 and 6, which should be compared with the nonperturbative results in Fig. 13 and 14 , respectively. In more realistic situations, the running time should be understood as T 0 = ln(Λ 0 R), where R is a length scale of the compactification of extra dimensions. Our calculations show that T 0 depends on the values of the coupling constants of higher-dimensional operators at 1/R. Therefore, it is possible to find phenomenological constraints-triviality constraints-on these coupling constants. At last we would like to emphasize that our method can be applied to more physically interesting theories such as quantum gravity and Yang-Mills theories in higher dimensions, regardless of whether they have a nontrivial fixed point 14 . If there exists no nontrivial fixed point in the low-energy effective theory of quantum gravity, the maximal value of the intrinsic cutoff might depend on the background geometry. Then it would be interesting to see whether our criterion will select a specific background geometry.
IV. CONCLUSION
Since Kaluza and Klein [32] showed that the fundamental forces can be unified by introducing extra dimensions, their idea has attracted attention for many decades. Recently, there have been again growing interests in field theories in extra dimensions [33] - [36] . In contrast to previously suggested Kaluza-Klein theories in which the size of extra dimensions was of the order of the Planck length or the inverse of the unification scale, the length scale of the extra dimensions in recent theories can be so large that they could be experimentally observed. Quantum corrections may also be observable. But field theories in more than four dimensions are usually unrenormalizable. However, how to control them in unrenormalizable theories is less known.
We have addressed this problem in this paper, and applied the Wilsonian RG to unrenormalizable theories. We have assumed the existence of the maximal ultraviolet cutoff in a cutoff theory, and required that the theory should be so adjusted that one arrives at the maximal cutoff. We have applied our method to the scalar theory in four, five and six dimensions. The peaks that we have seen in many figures in Sec. III mean that a particular RG flow can be selected from our requirement. Based on this finding, we would like to conclude that these unrenormalizable theories can obtain a predictive power in the infrared regime. Although we have used only the Wegner-Houghton equation (3.7) in the derivative expansion approximation in lower orders, we believe the existence of such peaks in the exact result. In other words, we believe that unrenormalizable theories can possess a renormalization-group theoretical structure, like perturbative renormalizability in a perturbatively renormalizable theory, that enables us to make unique predictions in the infrared regime in terms of a finite number of independent parameters.
The RG flow, selected from our requirement, runs for the maximal time, and in the lowenergy regime this particular RG flow could be the best approximation to a renormalized trajectory of the fundamental theory, for which the cutoff theory is the low-energy effective theory. Clearly, this idea can be tested in many different ways and field theory models. Further results will be published elsewhere. 
